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I

CONNECTIONS WITH THE LIBERAL ARTS AND INDUSTRYt
ATTEMPTS TO LEGITITE THE PROFESSION OF TEACHING TECHNICAL WRITING

A little more than twenty years ago Richard "Weaver lamented the

decline,of rhetoric in this.century, saying,the responsiblity.of teaching

rhetoric had been "given to just about anybody who-- (would], take it."1 The

same can often be said about technical writing. Teachers of technical

writing teach a course in high demand but with low prestige. Elizabeth

Harris says English departments view technical writing as "a despised

stepchild tolerated for its powerful connections." 2 Earl Britton'says,

"tech writing cour: es havb regularly occupied a secondary place in the

-faculty hierarchy.° And Paul Anderson claims that those involved with

technical communication need to work at becoming a recognized discipline in

the learned world.4

Why do teachers of technical writing sense ghat their profession is in

need of legitimizing? One obvious reason is that technical writing is an

emerging subject in college curricula across the nation. Like teachers of

jny new course,. teachers of technical writing must form themselves into a

ilr.ofession with. goals and methods. Beyond' having goals and methods, members

of a profession also perceive themselves as part of a group tOat has.a

common view of reality, a view that is in the process of being .shaped

through the rhetoric of those in tphe group. Part of developing that common

view is the process of defining the discipline'} function and scope.' This

goal is especially hard to achieve because technical writing is a hybrid

subject, a combination of the practical arts and the, liberal arts. The

practical arts are legitimized by their usefulness; whereas, the liberal

arts are legitimized by.their,tradition of scholarship. The very name,



"technical writing," contains elements of technique associated-with the
A

industrial and business worlds and elements of art associated with scholar
,

ship. Because technical writing is a subject that exists in two separate

contexts, teachers or the subject must legitimize their profession y

appealing to authorities.

Additionally .eachers,of technical writing have three audiences who

need to be cony ced.that the subject is worthy of respect; 1) the

customers.in industry 2) the student customer, and 3) colleagues in the
10

academic world. Recent articles and papers irrthe field can be seen as

pieces of rhetoric attempting to legitimizethe profession of teaching
0.

C)

technical writing. Because technical communication is so closely tied with

the world of work, some articles try to.strenghten that connectioni_

attempting to'persuAe these customers' that the product for sale is

tailored for their needs. Additionally, because technical writing is part

*
of a lon, academic tradkti n that studies,language user othprs who identify

with that tradition try. to strengthen its connecO,ons with communication

the6ry, rhetoric, and li erary history. This last audience is especially

hard to convince becaus they are suspicous of any course that teaches a-
,

skill. They susp.,:ct that wr g cour.:,e can degenerate into nothing more

-than a skills course and become a species of training rather than

education, further eroding the liberal' arts tradition. As C. S. Lewis

said, "If education, is beaten by training, civilization dies."5

Those attempting to strengthen the connections with the industrial

world do so in four ways: 1) they show that technicl writing is needed,.

2) they study the way it is practiced in the real world and make present



practice definitive, 3) they create courses that simulate real-life

writing, and 4) they emphasize the need for teachers to have praCtical

experience in the profession.

Because students often doubt that technical writing is an important

course and because they don't realize, how important good writing-skills

willbe in their careers, researchers have.,cdnducted surveys to determine

the importance of writing skills and .have written 'articles which 1) give

statistics about how much time is spent writing on the job and 2) contain

quotations from people in industry about the value of good writing skills.

Several such articles exist, but one good example is by Charlene Spretnak.6

It reports that engineeers spend nearly fifty percent of their time com-
c,

Municating, either writing or reading. The article alSo has an extensive

list of quotations from people in industry aboilit the need for good writing

skills. For instance, the following is just' one testimonial contained in

5 the article

Technical skills open the doors of career opportunities, but reading
and writing skill are absolutely essential for taking advantage of
the opportunities.'

Though articles of this type are usually written for technical writing
I

teachers, prospective students are always kept in mind. Armed with the

data 1114 comments in these articles4 the teacher can 'demonstrate the value

of the technical writing course and thus legitimize it in the students'

minds.

Another type of article that shows need is exemplified in Richard

Schrnelzer's "New Responsibilities for the Technical Writer."8' In this

article, Schmelzer argues that the continued existence of democracy will

depend in large part on the ability of writers to interpret technological



information"about issues of concern for the voter.. This type of article is

aimed at the teachers of writing in an attempt to encourage them.

A second approach to strengthening technical writing's connections

with the real world is the study of present practice. These studies assume

that technical writing is a particular 'genre of discourse and is best

taught when the practicet of industry are transferred to the classroom:

One example of thiSrtype of study is Edmund Dandridge's "Notes Toward a

Definiton of Technical Writing,"9 which defines technical writing according

to stylistic features discovered in documents produced in the industry. By

studying. these documents, Dandridge was able to determine that technical
o

writing consists p shorter sentences and paragraphs than non-technical.

writing. Therefoqe, students should be taught to use short sentences and

p agraphs. This approacn argues that technical writing teachers are to be

spected because they can turn out'students already familiar with the

p4eees of writers in the industry. 'The major objection, to this approach

would be that it seems to reduce technical writing to a skills course

rather, than a true liNtral arts course. 'Thus, technical writing is.legit-

imized by being placed in a context Which values its'services at the..

expense of its role as a course that educates the whole person. r Students

learn writing techniques so that they can perform a particular function in

the orkanizational machine. That is, they are defined by their roles in

their jobs rather than as complete human,beings: A second objection to,

this approach is that prestnt practice in' industry is not always a good

example. The overall needs of the industrial world should be considered,

but present practice i,:, weak. If present practice is not adequate, it
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should not be set up as a standard of. achievement for technical writing

students.

There is, however, arother way that studies of present practice can

be used as rhetoric. These studies analyze the readers of technical re-

ports and the channels through which information is passed and then recom-

mend teaching practices. One example of this kind of study is Elizbeth

Tebeaux's article about the importance of dictation in industry, which

shows the frequency of dictation, calls for more instruction in dictation,

and suggests ways' of, teaching that ski11.1° Another is R. John4Brockman's

artic1.1 that recommends instruction in cooperative writing, creative

graphics, and interpersonal communication." This type of article seems to

be more valuable than those that assume present practice should be

imitated. They help teachers understand the context of writing in industry

while, at the same time, attempting to convince customers in industry that

the content of tech writing courses is pertinent to their concerns.

Another attempt to legitimize technical writin4 coursesto ndustrial

customers has been the development of courses that try to'simuflate indus-

trial writing situations. These courses could be placed on a continuum

from courses actually taught in companies--as described by Fleischhaurer12

and others--to in-class corporations--as described by Ben and Marthalee°

Barton 13
--to holistic .cases- -an example is Dean Hall's recent paper at the

1984 Midwest ASEE conference) 4
- -to team-taught courses--as described ti

Nancy Roundy.15 Several articles describing variations of these types of

classes are available. All have in common the belief that technical

writing students should write to realistic audiences, using realistic

information,, in situations similar to thoge in industry. These articles
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attempt to legitimize teehni,pal writing by claiming that the training

techniques employed are based on.industrial models and are likely to help

students adjust to the writing problems they encounter once they leave

school; accordingly, their rhetorical audience seems to be customers in

industry.

A fourth way that authors' attempt to strengthen connections with

industry is ,ico-write articles insisting that teachers of technical writing

need professional experience as technical writers. One article has been

the focus of a lot6of discussion. Mathes, Stevenson:. and Klaver argue that

professors in the technital courses should teach technical writing because

they have a better understanding than English teachers of the subject

matter and the situations in which writing is,required in industry.:16 They.

claim that English teachers are ill prepared .to' teach the course. Another

article of the same type is R. S. Kellner's, ".A .Question of Competency, "17

which claims that English teachers display hubris when they presume to

teach technical writing. These articles may legitimize the discipline off'

technical writing by elevating it above the level of the non-specialist,

but they do so at the expense of making technical writing into a tech-

nology, something for which a person needs training but not education.

Thus, in an attempt to strengthen technical writing in the eyes of Indus-
"

try, these articles ignore the legitimizing power of tradition. The basis

for legitimacy shifts with the audience, (training works for industry,

education for colleagues in English epartments).

Other writers argue that teaching technical writing is more than mere

training, that writing is more than a set of techniques. Their articles



can be seen as pieces of rhetoric aimed at their colleagues in the liberal

arts tradition. These articles usually fall into one of four categories:

1) those that use communication/rhetorical theory to evaluate present prac-

tice, 2) those that apply theory to the subject of technical writing, 3)
,u.

thos4 that define technical writing by.associating it with the liberal

grts tradition, or 4) those that argue directly that English teachers can

and should teach technical writing.

The first approach, using theory as a basis for studying and evalu-

ating present practice, usually results in case studies which resemble the

studies4of indlistry described earlier in this paper. In fact, they could

.be classified under the same headexcept they ground their investigations

in communication or composition theory. For example, Odell and Goswami.

s-t-ed the w-r-i-t-i-n-g--p-ra-e-t-i-e-es of itri t o r 3-H1-k- Asocial --s-er-v-i-ees- frgehey

de te rm ne if the writers made decision's based on rhetorical considera-

tions.
18

They found that writers do consider the rhetorical situation when

they write, but they also found that the writers prefer the passive voice

to active voice. Although this preference is not evaluated in the article,

the readen familiar with readability studies would infer that such a pre-

ference is not supported by theory. J#ck Selzer's analysis of an

engineer's writing process is another example of how composition theory

prepares the technical writing teacher to investigate present practice and

look at crucial elements in that practice." These studies have a decided-

ly authoritative air about them, because the writers are grounding their

studies in composition theory.

Another approach is to apply theory from a variety of disciplines

prescriptively to pedagogy or writing practice. Linda Flower describes a

7



pedagogical'practiee Mmllar to those described erlior, (.3:-.)e,

studies.

method is

her article could be placed along side the otherp, exLept the

based on theory rather than in pretiient practi.° article

draws OD rhetorical theory by referencing bitzer's "Rhetorica Situation,"

and on cognitIve psychology by discusing the essential. coenitve task of

the writer, reordering information stored in memory.
$

Cari LipSon

applis conclunication theory to the opening .)f technical reports, opealing

to linguistics, speech, rhetoric, and cognitive psychology in an att!mtipt to

alter the present practice of writing technical reports. She argue thgt

reports presently contain too much redundancy which reduces readability:2/

This article is an excellent example of a teacher of technical writinf,3

suggesting improvements in present practice,, and having the authority to do

so oecause of extensive research into r)lated fields. Other articles draw

on classical rhetoric,22
. Kinneavy's th ory of discourse, 23

or the history

and philosophy of science. ?Li
The articles, when viewed as rhetoric, would

seem to b aimed at academicAlleagues in an attempt to prove that techni-;

cal-writing is mar", than a skills course, involving those types'tf attt-
v

tudeS and knoWle;dge associated with true education rather than simple

training,

A third approach is to define technical writing by placing It'in a

liberal arts tradition., This can be done by showing that it has a history,

or by demonstrating connectiqn with such areas as literature or creative

writing, or by directly placing it it a discipline like rhetoric. An

example of an article that looks at the history of technical writing in

James Miller's "What Can the Technical Writer of the Past Teah the Techni-.

10

411



(at Wrjter of Today?"" Miller t'.rscusses tw4Ave technical writers ranging

from Homan time-,1 to thin century and concludes that technical writing ha

always been practiced as it it; today, :Ach a study shows that tochni-,

cal wriring ha a long histry and should be coni;idyred a lil&eral art. At

the same time it 8erves as a corrective to closed mindedness that can

develop when present practice is seen as definitive. Several attempt have

been made to make connections betweerrtechnical writing and other liberal

artr-. A particularly fruitful source hor r. n literature from other eras.

For instance, Deborah ilsilgore has shown that. Moby Dick is a good handbook

for technical wri ters,26 and El Lb Teboaux recommends that tudents lu

t.e(;hnical Writing, study Franklin',; Autobiography, As Er47,1 ish majors

increasingly fill the ranks of technical writing teachers, this .?.,art of.

study is likely to become more common. 11e re riga te ache rs are

beginning to draw on a rich background in lang,Lrage arts,t applying'it to the

teaching of technical writing. Although Mathes cringe at. the ',bought of

bringing literature into a technical writing cilpurse, this approach, if used

judiciously, can enrich the course \,..ind elevate it above the level of a

skills (NurSe.A By ralYAng it above the level of a skills course, teachers

of technical writing are able t9 1 egl timize. the profession of teaching

technical writing to Owir colleagues in the liberal arts who see a college

education as being more than more preparation for a niche in the techno-

logical society.

Another way of making connections with the liberal arts is to argue

directly that. technical writing is part of a tradition. :ieveral excellent

art..i es of this ty[..-.e are av al I :J.).1 P. Michael Hallo ran , for exampi e,

Lirv,ue.; t.hat hn Ic a 1 writ, rig heu 1 d t.it, ri ro-A 1. n Irri.!rftfti of c
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rhetoi!A not on

udie:.= 1 We i ter a :4y' ther_lry, rhetoric, I iffe.,pi b1:.,IturNt

Cdrand pill 1.t,Inophy of stAence nay much to nnt cal writing. Ana
A

Carolyn Miller l a 1 ms, that, r e ho.:.e and tf.:!chno 66 ri:1

d c ipii t, n w tlfig r. he tonic ho uld !Deo. kind .of

encu). tura ti on, addressing thie under t ankl'%flf; as I I as ti-.0.hing 1 sO°

Ali the ath014. approachvn I Irjking writing to the 1 Liwral

share mmon ansumptirin; ..,,..tated by Halloran and 4i ter.
`fftiting is more Min to skil I; it IF. a w.,-sy et seeing., reality and a way- of

arguing, for p.aPtirmi.ar -views of real ty. Technical writing, In le gi

00 t f;! r .1 V ;k I. r act ito,7.,1gh it h t ut bvcause it
inVo i ve::-; understanding. RathOr than produe...:.ne, f;,tudpnts who can copy ft:47-

rfit.r cournen taue,ht wi th ;. hif olophy produce Ludents who dc.voIop into

t hl.onah bellig-1. As loran wits t, t t :3 1 tNi log uenete r.,r,.74,ther

techni,que, eloquence v that in part of the person-and,

techniTio beih4 a method that In noprated from the writer. These article;
em to t i a mod at. ;-,,-..ademifi e eatit1 once again argui ng iluit the

teak.hing of technica:, writing is , a profesnion worthy of full acC,.tonce in

the tradjtion or a liberal arty education.
1

The f ()IV. h type of argoiment that nt rem?, thenz3 technic1-.4 wt'I t.1 ngtn

onno!. I k wi th he a(aden is wor that which cl.alialr j Eng! teacht,,r1.,

hori of the ;,-Jub t. he.3 't fir, need trd be (.;' ,1,1;g(:),1
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m rely trainan8, ort is- -.education in its best sense? Does its scope

include the liberal arts o not? Is it a servant of the technological

society, or is it an agent of change lndepennt of the authomous power of

technology?

These qUestions will be answered only through the continuing dialogue

in professional pa' ers and articles. As Anderson points out, a discipline

mu:-:t pose problems, generate al ter.iative solutions, and choose the best.

solutions.3 This process will inevitably be accomplished through the

rhetoric of those who technical writing. The' -profession will be

legitimized when it 'is recognized'as-a true profession by, our colleagues.

Certainly orli mark of a profession is the movement. toward a consensualist

view of reality through the continued interchange of ideas by ,its members.

Technical wmAing is in the difficult but enviable positon of having one

foot ffirmly planted in the industrial world and the other in the liberal 0

arts. The final consensus about the role of technical writing teachers

must not. .emphasize one connection at the expense of the other. If we avoid

a

thv temptation of aligning ourselves in competing camps, and if we continue

to build stronger connections with both worlds, the activity of teaching,

technical writing should emerge as a profession respected by industry and

:Academics as well.

Dale

1 '2
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